
With already existing reports of ransomware, malware as well as other threats exploiting organizations, 

attackers can use Log4j to take control of applications and devices, computer servers and even infiltrate 

enterprise networks if left unpatched. CyberKnight’s portfolio, build around the Zero Trust Framework, 

encompasses core technologies to secure enterprises against threats like Log4Shell. 

Our portfolio includes some of the world’s best-known cybersecurity vendors across the full Zero Trust 

security spectrum. Below is the list of our technology partners for your reference:

• Flaw present in over 100 million instances globally

• Number of attacked resources 338,000

• New variations of the original exploit: 60+ in 24 hours

• Rated 10/10 by MITRE on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) due to the potential impact 

that it can have if leveraged by attackers

• More than 100 hacking attempts per minute 

• 7000+ open source projects rely on Log4j as a dependency 
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SolarWinds – IT Management & Remote Monitoring.

With patch management software you can secure systems against attacks by 

patching vulnerabilities like Log4Shell and integrate it with third party 

applications, get patch compliance reports and gain visibility with a patch 

status dashboard. 

The Patch Manager is designed to quickly address software vulnerabilities by 

applying updates that help resolve code vulnerabilities or errors across your 

system. It simplifies many of the steps in the patch management process from 

research and scheduling, to deployment, reporting to help save you time and 

make it easier to keep your servers and workstations patched and compliant.

Log4j: Your Defence With Zero 

Trust
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RedSeal – Cyber Risk Modeling

Perform a risk-based vulnerability prioritization of the findings from your 

existing scanners and by comparing your scan data with a continuously 

updated model of your network. This identifies which assets to target for 

scanning and resolves any gaps in vulnerability scanner coverage.

 

Extract a list of hosts and devices that have the Log4j vulnerability into a 

spreadsheet to your mitigation teams and gain visibility into the access from 

unstructured sources to the vulnerable hosts and devices. Use the 

actionable insights to put compensating controls to mitigate the risk

Checkmarx – Unified Application Security (SAST, SCA, IAST, 
DevSecOps)

Checkmarx SCA provides fast and easy detection of Log4Shell vulnerabilities 

in open-source dependencies. Discover scan results of code with vulnerable 

3rd party dependencies and address open-source security issues earlier in the 

SDLC to identify and manage risk more effectively.

It works with CI tools to integrate SCA scans into your software build pipelines. 

Produce more relevant results by combining advanced technology and a 

dedicate open-source research team. The Exploitable Path feature identifies 

which vulnerabilities are exploitable, helping you prioritize remediation of your 

real risks. 

CoreSecurity – Automated Penetration Testing & Vulnerability 
Validation
 
Core Impact is designed to enable security teams to conduct advanced 

penetration tests with ease. With guided automation and certified exploits, 

the powerful penetration testing software enables you to safely test your 

environment using the same techniques as today's adversaries. 

Replicate attacks across network infrastructure, endpoints, web, and 

applications to reveal exploited vulnerabilities, empowering you to 

immediately remediate risks, allowing you to validate and simulate Log4J 

exploitable systems. 

NNT – Continuous Change Control

NNT Vulnerability Tracker™ identifies known vulnerabilities within software 

and configuration settings before they can be exploited by a cyber-attack by 

continuously testing and assessing your IT networks and any devices 

connected to it against thousands of Network Vulnerability Tests (NVTs). 

New vulnerabilities are added daily through various content providers and 

industry trusted resources which include CVE and Bugtraq alerts, aggregate 

compliance rulesets, control for scan agents and embedded NMAP NSE test 

routines.
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Illumio - Zero Trust Micro Segmentation

Addressing Log4J starts with knowing where you might be impacted. Illumio 

monitors traffic to/from each workload, allowing you to surface possibly 

relevant traffic which allows you to identify potentially vulnerable hosts. Illumio 

Core and Illumio Edge automate policy enforcement to stop cyberattacks and 

ransomware from spreading across applications, containers, clouds, data 

centers, and endpoints.

If an attacker does gain access to your internal network through the Log4j 

RCE, controlling lateral movement becomes crucial. Using allow list-based 

policies between critical systems to block the attacker from obtaining sensitive 

data. By Ring-fencing environments, this can force the attacker to use network 

paths where you have strong detections mechanisms in place.

Appgate - Zero Trust Remote Access

With Appgate SDP, reduce attack surface by making ports, workloads and 

applications invisible unless authenticated and authorized to access. This in 

turn prevents vulnerabilities like Log4Shell from affecting your infrastructure 

by giving conditional access permissions based on user context such as 

role, date, time, location and device posture. 

As context surrounding the identity changes in real time, so can the user’s 

entitlements; Ensuring always updated remote access permissions. This will 

in turn eliminate visibility and access to unauthorized resources through 

surgical micro-segmentation, preventing lateral movement. Finally, Appgate 

SDP controls bi-directional connections between resources on the network 

by securing east-west traffic. Thus giving you the ability to simplify and 

strengthen access controls for every user, on any device.

CrowdStrike – EDR, EPP, Threat Intelligence & IR 

CrowdStrike Falcon can use prebuilt dashboards to identify active 

exploitation of the Log4j2 vulnerability in your environment. Customers can 

use Falcon sensor telemetry and hunt for Log4j2 invocations in ways that 

correspond to how developers may be using it in their applications.

 

Leverage on-sensor and in-the-cloud machine learning platforms to detect 

and prevent the threats deployed by adversaries leveraging the log4j2 

vulnerability. By observing and focusing actions and tactics that adversaries 

conduct, CrowdStrike Flacon can successfully detect and block new and 

unknown threats that exhibit similar behaviour.
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Armis – Agentless IT, IoT & OT Platform

Map your devices and applications utilizing the vulnerable Log4j library and 

identify the specific devices requiring further review and hone in on specific 

configurations or deployments that are potentially impacted by such 

exposures. 

Armis Quick Asset Visibility Assessment shows all the assets your current 

tools have been missing to quickly access the blind spots in your environment. 

Their agentless, cloud to cloud approach automatically finds, identifies, and 

classifies every asset to ensure a complete, real-time asset inventory when 

assessing risk. Armis Standard Query (ASQ) tool identifies active attempts to 

exploit the flaw to isolate or quarantine vulnerable systems and initiate 

patching efforts.

IronNet – Network Detection and Response (NDR)

IronNet detected a threat actor attempting to exploit the log4j vulnerability by 

gaining real-time insights across industry threatscape. After analysis from an 

attempted log4J attack, IronNet’s network detection and response (NDR) 

solution proves extremely beneficial.

Initial attacks were not observed by legacy security tools, but the subsequent 

traffic and SMB scan were detected as abnormal using behavioural analytics 

in the partner network. The ability to rapidly detect and observe the malicious 

traffic enabled IronNet hunters to identify the attack and collaborate with the 

targeted organization to remediate the attack before the attacker could expand 

their foothold.

Attivo Networks – Identity Detection & Response / Deception 
Platform

Deploying the ThreatDefend platform helps identify and pre-empt an attack 

that uses the Log4Shell vulnerability by detecting an attacker’s malicious 

HTTP request attempting to exploit the log4j vulnerability and trigger Very 

High severity alerts to notify the security teams.

Attackers are leaking sensitive data such as AWS access keys and other 

credentials from compromised systems to target customer infrastructure. 

Attivo customers can deploy EDN deceptive lures (Ex: AWS decoy access 

keys) in this instance to detect attacker activity in their environment. The 

Attivo EDN suite also offers Data Cloaking that can help save against 

Ransomware reportedly using this vulnerability.
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Arista – Secure Segmentation, Connectivity and Visibility for 
On-premise and Cloud Datacenters

Awake Labs managed network detection and response (MNDR) prevents and 

mitigates the impact of insider and external threats. This improves the maturity 

of your security program by delivering a comprehensive understanding of your 

attack surface and monitoring as well as threat hunting across all that 

infrastructure.

Arista created a detection to look for LDAP queries that respond with Java 

Class information and a hunt based on frequency analysis of a set of network 

activities alerting when the same activity is found less than 100 times on a 

network filtering out common RMI traffic and focusing on less common events. 

Finally, Awake looks for payloads of DNS request or LDAP objects being used 

for exfiltration of secret keys to services to detect threats. 

Seceon  – aiXDR / aiSOC

Seceon offers Real-time Processing at Speed by getting actionable 

intelligence with Big/Fast Data technology based on in-memory compute. With 

this, Seceon team has been monitoring the exploits and update the models to 

raise alerts immediately on the Log4Shell vulnerabilities being exploited. 

Includes functionalities of traditional SIEM, SOAR, user and entity behavioral 

analytics (UEBA), Network-Based Anomaly Detection (NBAD), Network Traffic 

Analysis (NTA), Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Endpoint detection & 

Response (EDR), Vulnerability Assessment (VA), threat intelligence feeds for 

correlation and enrichment, advanced machine learning (ML), AI with 

actionable intelligence and proprietary feature engineering and Policy 2.0 to 

proactively detect threats/breaches and automatically or push button 

containment or elimination of threats in real-time.

Strike Ready – AI SecOps Assistant

With StrikeReady Security Assessment, analysts can simulate the entire attack 

chain, which includes the exploit, dropper, and C2 phases. Suggested 

countermeasures can be applied instantly across the entire security stack, 

helping organizations assess their security posture and gaps against various 

threat actors that are exploiting this vulnerability.

Second, StrikeReady's intelligence team continuously identifies malicious IOCs 

(2000 identified up to this point) that can be deployed across the entire security 

stack--network, cloud, and endpoint--with its automated Security Intelligence 

capability.


